Activities such as clinical investigations or financial processes are subject to regulations to ensure quality of results and avoid negative consequences. Regulations may be imposed by multiple governmental agencies as well as by institutional policies and protocols. Due to the complexity of both regulations and activities there is great potential for violation due to human error, misunderstanding, or even intent. Executable formal models of regulations, protocols, and activities can form the foundation for automated assistants to aid planning, monitoring, and compliance checking. We propose a model based on multiset rewriting where time is discrete and is specified by timestamps attached to facts. Actions, as well as initial, goal and critical states may be constrained by means of relative time constraints. Moreover, actions may have non-deterministic effects, i.e., they may have different outcomes whenever applied. We present a formal semantics of our model based on focused proofs of linear logic with definitions. Furthermore, we demonstrate how specifications in our model can be straightforwardly mapped to the rewriting logic language Maude, and how one can use existing techniques to improve performance. We also determine the computational complexity of various planning problems. Plan compliance problem, for example, is the problem of finding a plan that leads from an initial state to a desired goal state without reaching any undesired critical state. We consider all actions to be balanced, i.e., their pre and post-conditions have the same number of facts. Under this assumption on actions, we show that the plan compliance problem is PSPACE-complete when all actions have only deterministic effects and is EXPTIME-complete when actions may have non-deterministic effects. Finally, we show that the restrictions on the form of actions and time constraints taken in the specification of our model are neccessary for decidability of the planning problems.
Introduction

1
Regulations are commonly used to set the rules of conduct of numerous activities in order 2 to ensure quality of results and avoid negative consequences. For example, while carrying 3 out a clinical investigation (CI)-that is, a set of procedures in medical research and drug and executed in Maude [9] , a powerful tool based on rewrite logic [29] . For more details see
23
[32] where we address implementation.
24
A second feature of our framework is that its specifications can mention time explicitly.
25
Time is often a key component used in policies specifying the rules and the requirements of a 26 collaboration. For a correct collaboration and to achieve a common goal, participants should 27 usually follow strict deadlines and should have quick reactions to some (unexpected) events. In order to accommodate explicit time, we attach to facts a natural number called timestamp.
46
Timestamps can be used in different ways depending on the system being modeled. In the example above, the timestamp t of the fact Dose(id)@t could denote that the subject with In order to accommodate the dimension of time in our model, we associate to each fact a 139 timestamp. Timestamped facts are of the form P (t 1 , . . . , t n )@t, where the number t is the 140 timestamp of the fact P (t 1 , . . . , t n ). Among the set of predicates, we distinguish the zero arity predicate Time, which intuitively denotes the current global time of the system. For 142 instance, the fact Time@2 denotes that the global time is 2. Here, we assume that timestamps 143 are natural numbers. The intuitive meaning of a timestamp may depend on the system one is 144 modeling. For instance, in our clinical investigations example, the timestamp associated to a 145 fact could denote the time when a problem with a subject has been detected.
146
The size of a fact, P , denoted by |P |, is the total number of symbols it contains. We count 147 one for each constant, variable, predicate, and function symbol, e.g., |P (f (x))| = 3, and
148
|P (x, c, x)| = 4. For our complexity results, we assume an upper bound on the size of facts, as 149 in [15, 25, 20] . This means that for all facts, P (t 1 , . . . , t n )@t, the arity of predicate symbols, 150 n, and the depth of terms, t 1 , . . . , t n , are bounded. However, we make no assumptions on the 151 depth of timestamps, t, that is, the size of timestamps may be unbounded.
152
A state, or configuration of the system is a finite multiset, Q 1 @t 1 , . . . , Q n @t n , of grounded 153 timestamped facts, i.e., timestamped facts not containing variables. Configurations are assumed 154 to contain exactly one occurrence of the predicate Time. We use W, X to denote the multiset 155 resulting from the multiset union of W and X. For instance, the configuration 156 {Time@5, Blood(id 1 , scheduled)@7, Dose(id 1 )@4, Status(id 1 , normal)@5} denotes that that current time is 5, that the blood test for subject identified by id 1 should be Here σ is a ground substitution for α's pre-condition W , while W 1 σ, . . . , W n σ are ground instantiations of α's post-conditions.
Branching Plans A branching plan, or simply plan is a tree whose nodes are configura-215 tions and whose edges are labeled with a pair consisting of an action and a number, α, i . As 216 depicted in Figure 1 , a plan is constructed by applying an action to one of its leaves. Formally,
217
consider a branching action α of the form shown in Equation 2.2, that is, with pre-condition
218
W and post-condition W 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ W n . We enumerate the post-conditions as W 1 , . . . , W n .
219
When such an action is applied to a leaf of a plan labeled with W I , the corresponding branch replacing the existentially quantified variables, x i .
225
For example, let {Time@6, P (t 1 )@1, Q(t 2 )@4} be a configuration appearing in a leaf of a 226 plan P. Then the following branching action is applicable: and it extends the plan P creating the following two leaves {Time@6, P (t 1 )@1, R(t 2 , z)@6}
228
and {Time@6, P (t 1 )@1, S(t 2 )@6}, where z is a fresh value.
229
If only non-branching actions are used, the plan has a single branch, i.e. the plan is simply a 230 sequence of actions.
231
DEFINITION 2.1 A timed local state transition system (TLSTS) T is a tuple Σ, I, R T , where Σ is the alphabet 232 of the language, I is a set of agents, such that clock ∈ I, and R T is a finite set of actions 233 owned by the agents in I of the two forms described above. its actions are balanced.
238
For any plan P obtained from a balanced system, one can easily prove that all configurations 239 in P have the same number of facts, namely the number of facts in P 's initial configuration.
240
Intuitively, this means the number of facts that can be owned by an agent in the system is 241 bounded by the number of facts in the initial configuration. In the remainder of this paper, we 242 use the letter m to denote this number. Moreover, since we assume facts to have a bounded 243 size, denoted using the letter k, the use of balanced actions imposes roughly a bound on the 244 storage capacity of the agents in the system. In particular, any configuration in a plan obtained 245 from a balanced system, may have at most mk symbols. For more about balanced systems,
246
we point the reader to [25, 19] .
247
As we further discuss in Section 6, the assumption that all actions in the systems are balanced 248 is crucial for showing that the reachability problem is in PSPACE. In fact, it was shown in 249 previous work [21] that this problem is undecidable if we allow actions to be un-balanced.
250
Planning Problems
251
In a collaboration, agents interact in order to achieve some common goal. However, since they 252 do not trust each other completely, they also want to avoid some critical situations. 
258
In order to formalize such aspects of a collaboration, we extend the notion of initial, goal and 259 critical configurations proposed in [25] by attaching a set of time constraints to configurations.
260
In particular, timed initial, goal and critical configurations have the following form:
where Υ is a finite set of time constraints as shown in Eq. 2.1 such that its variables are in
263
For instance, in the clinical investigations example, a possible goal configuration is the one 264 representing a situation when the data of a subject is collected in specified intervals for some 265 number of times. The following goal configuration specifies that the goal is to collect the data 266 of a subject 25 times in intervals of 28 days, but with a tolerance of 5 days: Formally, any instantiation of the variables T 1 , . . . , T 25 that satisfies the set of constraints 269 above is considered a goal configuration.
270
Similarly, a configuration is critical for the participants of a clinical investigation when a
271
problem is detected at time T 1 , but no written report is sent to the FDA on time, i.e., within 15 272 days after the problem is detected:
Adding time constraints to configurations is not a restriction of the model. Quite the contrary,
274
time constraints provide a general mechanism to specify in a succinct fashion the set of goal
275
and critical configurations expressing time requirements.
276
For simplicity, we often omit the word "timed" in initial/goal/critical configurations regard-277 less of time constraints being attached or not. The general-purpose computational tool Maude [9] provides all the machinery necessary to 317 implement TLSTS specifications directly. As Maude is based on rewriting, the Maude code 318 looks similar to the specification itself. We now illustrate this by using examples of how the 319 encoding works.
320
2 The third compliance problem, introduced as the plan compliance problem in [21] , was called semi-critical plan compliance problem in [19] where it was observed that, for systems without explicit time, this problem is reducible to an instance of the plan compliance problem with a larger set of critical configurations. This set includes the set of semi-critical configurations from which it is possible to reach a critical state of a particular agent without the participation of this agent. The same reduction can be obtained for TLSTSes.
Configurations We start by specifying the signature of a TLSTS, i.e., the set of constants 321 and predicate symbols. For instance, the code below specifies that the zero arity fact time 322 is of sort (or type) Fact and that blood is a binary fact whose argument is of sort Id and
323
Result.
324
op time : -> Fact . op blood : Id Result -> Fact .
325
Other predicates of the sort Fact can be specified in a similar fashion.
326
We specify the operator @ which attaches a natural number to facts as follows. It is used to 327 specify timestamped facts which are of sort TFact.
328
op @ : Fact Nat -> TFact .
329
To encode configurations, we first specify that the sort of timestamped facts is a subsort of 330 the sort configuration, denoted by the symbol <, that the empty set is a configuration, specified 331 by the operator none, and that the juxtaposition of two configurations is also a configuration. scheduled at time T1 is carried out, namely, the blood test is positive or negative.
360
Moreover, the boolean conditions specifies that the test can only be carried out at the same day 361 when it was scheduled and if none of its outcomes is a critical configuration. Notice that the definition of the + operator does not specify it to be commutative. However,
366
regarding the compliance problem that we are interested in (described in Section 2), changing 367 the order of the branches of a plan preserves its compliance as the resulting plan does not 368 reach any critical configuration and each of its leaves are goal configurations. Thus, we can 369 safely change the definition of + to also be commutative. As we demonstrate in Section 8,
370
this change reduces the number of possible states in average by a factor of 8.
371
As in the rule above, we allow a rule to be applied only if all its outcomes are not critical 
376
This means that it is not possible to reach a critical configuration when using the rules as 377 encoded above. Therefore, in order to search for a compliant plan, one does not need to care 378 whether a critical configuration is reached, as this is not possible, but only check whether there 379 is a plan from an initial configuration to a goal configuration obtained by using the actions as 380 mentioned above. Maude can automatically perform this search by using a command of the 381 following form: 382 search in MODULE NAME : I =>+ P:Plan such that goals(P:Plan) = true .
383
where I is the initial configuration, MODULE NAME is the name of the Maude module contain-
384
ing all the rules of the TLSTS, and finally goals is a boolean function (predicate) specified
385
by an equational theory that returns true when given {C 1 } + · · · + {C n } of type Plan 386 only if goal(C i ) evaluates to true for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
387
It is often possible to demonstrate the non-interference of two actions, α and β, syntactically.
388
For instance, if there is no intersection between the facts modified by α and β, these actions plans from W to a goal state Z and the set of (cut-free) focused proofs [2] of its encoding. 
Focused Proof System for Linear Logic with Definitions
411
The focused proof system, LLF, for linear logic is depicted in Figure 2 and was introduced by 412 Andreoli [2] . Focused proofs can be regarded as the normal form proofs for proof search. In A key property of LLF is that it allows one to construct macro-rules that introduce synthetic 426 connectives. For example, assume that the N 1 , N 2 , N 3 are all negative formulas. Then 427 from the focusing discipline, there are only two possible ways to introduce the sequent
Hence, the formula (N 1 ⊕ N 2 ) ⊗ N 3 , under the focusing discipline, specifies such macro-rules 430 which are obtained by applying the corresponding positive and a negative phase rules.
431
One can specify in a similar way a multiset rewrite rule r as a linear logical formula F (r)
in such a way that the macro-rule obtained by focusing on F (r) corresponds exactly to the
Identity, Reaction, and Decide rules
The focused proof system, LLF, for linear logic [2] . Here, L is a list of formulas, Θ is a multiset of formulas, Γ is a multiset of literals and positive formulas, A p is a positive literal, N is a negative formula, P is not a negative literal, and S is a positive formula or a negated atom.
operational semantics of the rewrite rule r. But in order to specify in the same way the and the negative phase:
The proviso for both of these rules is:
is a definition clause and θ is the 442 substitution that maps the variables x to the terms c, respectively. Thus, in either phase of 443 focusing, if a defined atom is encountered, it is simply replaced by its definition and the proof 444 search phase does not change.
445
We also include the rules for equality shown below:
where CSU (s, r) denotes the complete set of unifiers of two terms. Since we are dealing with 447 first-order logic terms, this set either contains one unifier, the most general unifier, or it is empty when the terms r and s are not unifiable. Notice that right equality introduction rule 449 behaves exactly as the rule [1] . The proof theory of inference rules such as these is well studied 
Plus(x, y, z)
where natural numbers are expressed by using the successor function s and the constant zr x ≤ y . The other arithmetic operations can be specified in a symmetric way.
463
As observed in [33] , the definitions above can be used to compute an arithmetic operation 464 in a single focused step. This is because the body of all the definitions above is positive.
465
Therefore, once one focuses on one of the atoms defined above, one does not lose focus focus on the atom s(zr) ≤ s(s(zr)) one obtains the following derivation:
At the open branch, the definition for the atom zr ≤ s(zr) is necessarily unfolded and the left 469 disjunct of its definition is used to finish the proof. Notice that under the focusing discipline 
476
Encoding of Timestamped Facts and Constraints Using above definitions, we encode 477 a constraint of the form
where • ∈ {>, ≥, =, ≤, <} and d is the term corresponding to the natural number d. The denote C as the logical formula obtained from C.
484
To encode a timestamped fact with predicate name P in linear logic, we use a new predicate 485 name P with arity increased by one. The encoding P ( c)@t is the formula P ( c, t). We 486 extend the definition of · for constraints, natural numbers, and timestamped facts to multiset 487 as usual.
488
The encoding of a configuration will be placed in the linear context of sequents, namely in 489 the context Γ of the sequents Θ : Γ ⇑. As we show below, the encoding of rewrite rules will 490 be placed in the classical context, that is, the context Θ. This is because rewrite rules can be 491 used any number of times.
492
Encoding of Actions To encode an action of the form Time@T,
returns the sets {Time@T, P (u)@(T 2 ), R(x)@T } and {Plus(T, s(s(zr)), T 2 )}.
502
Now, we are ready to encode actions in linear logic: an action of the form we are using a one-sided proof system, we use its negation in the one-sided LLF system with 511 definitions:
Assume now that all atomic formulas have positive polarity, and consequently their negation 513 negative polarity. The focused derivation introducing F ⊥ necessarily has to be of the form 514 below. Recall that the encodings of rewrite rules are in the classical context Θ, thus F ⊥ ∈ Θ.
Since ⊗ is a positive connective, the left-premise is necessarily introduced by a completely ∀ and are negative connectives, the right-premise is necessarily introduced by a negative 531 phase introducing these connectives. Hence, the macro-rule introducing an encoding of the 532 transition rule is necessarily of the form, which corresponds to the one in Figure 1 : Definitions (Theorem 4.1).
537
Encoding of Partial Goal The base case of our adequacy result consists in checking if a 538 partial goal is reached. This is specified in a similar way as before. Let the set of facts Z and 539 the set of time constraints Υ constitute a goal configuration G. To check whether this goal 540 configuration is reached, we encode G, written G as follows:
where x is the set of time variables appearing in the goal configuration. This formula is 542 necessarily introduced by the following focused derivation:
As before, since all atoms are assigned with positive polarity, the focusing discipline forces 544 that ∆ contains exactly the negation of the facts appearing in Z , that all constraints in 545 Υ are satisfied, and that Γ contains the remaining facts in the sequent. That is, the current 546 configuration is a goal configuration.
547
Given the discussion above, we prove the following connection between linear logic with 548 definitions and reachability using TLSTS by induction on the height of derivation trees and 549 on the height/length of branching plans.
550
THEOREM 4.1 Let T = Σ, I, R T be a timed local transition system. Let W be an initial configuration and G be a goal configuration under the signature Σ. Then the sequent
is provable in linear logic with definitions where X is the encoding as defined above iff 551 there is a branching plan whose root is W and whose leaves contain G.
552
In fact, the adequacy we get is stronger than what is stated by the result above. The adequacy 553 is on the level of derivations [34] . That is, proof search in the linear logic encoding corresponds 554 exactly to search using the encoded TLSTS. However, we must also notice that our encoding values of timestamps, in order to determine whether our time constraints are satisfied or not.
578
Truncated time differences In particular, we will store the time differences among two timed facts P @T 1 and Q@T 2 with T 1 ≤ T 2 , denoted by δ P,Q , is defined as follows:
Intuitively, we can truncate time differences without sacrificing soundness nor completeness either of the following holds: given above have the following δ-representation:
Here a value appearing between two facts, Q i and Q i+1 , is the truncated time difference of 613 the corresponding facts, δ Qi,Qi+1 , e.g., δ R,P = 1 and δ P,Time = ∞. It is also easy to see that 614 from the tuple above, one can compute the remaining truncated time differences. For instance,
615
δ Time,S = 3, since 1 + 2 = 3, while δ R,Q = ∞, since 1 + ∞ + 1 = ∞.
616
We now formalize the intuition described above that using time differences that are truncated
617
by an upper bound instead of actual timestamps, we are able to determine whether a time 618 constraint is satisfied or not.
619
LEMMA 5.3 Let S and S be two equivalent configurations from Definition 5.1.
Then the following holds for all i and j such that i > j, and for all a ≤ D max :
PROOF. The only interesting case is the last one, which can be proved by using the fact 
Following Lemma 5.3, we say that a δ-representation ∆ satisfies a constraint if a configura-
628
tion W , such that δ W = ∆, satisfies that constraint.
629
Handling time advances and action applications Our next task is to show that our 630 equivalence relation using truncated time differences is well-defined with respect to actions.
That is, we show that actions preserve the equivalence among configurations. This will allow 632 us to represent plans using δ-representations only.
We extend action application to δ-representations. It follows from the Lemma 5.3 that the 634 same action is applicable in configurations with the same δ-representation. We, therefore,
635
say that an action is applicable in a δ-representation ∆ if the same action is applicable in 636 a configuration W , such that δ W = ∆. That is, any action a that is applicable in some 637 configuration S is applicable in its δ-representation δ S , and the resulting δ-representation, δ S ,
638
is the δ-representation of S , where S → a S :
This is well defined if it is independent of the choice of configurations. Recall that there are 640 two types of actions, namely time advances and instantaneous actions that belong to agents.
641
Time advances only change the timestamp denoting the global time while the rest of the 642 configuration remains unchanged. Therefore, when we advance time in a δ-representation,
643
the position of T ime and the truncated time differences involving T ime need to be updated.
644
Depending on concrete values of time differences, the fact T ime may move to the right.
645
For example, for D max = 5 and the configuration {R@0, P @1, Time@3, Q@5, S@7}
646
with the time advance action T ime@T −→ clock T ime@(T + 1) we get
With another application of time tick action we then get:
Generally, the time advance action T ime@T −→ clock T ime@(T + 1) applied to
results in the following δ-representation ∆ , alphabetically sorted whenever truncated time differences are equal to 0:
, and denotes ∞ otherwise.
650
In case ∆ = Q 1 , δ 1 , . . . , δ m−1 , T ime , then ∆ = Q 1 , δ 1 , . . . , [δ m−1 + 1], T ime .
651
For the application of instantaneous actions recall that the fact T ime@T remains unchanged, while some facts from the pre-condition of the action are replaced with other facts whose timestamps are of the form T + d. We modify the δ-representation in the following way. We first remove the facts that appear in the pre-condition of the action and not in its postcondition. Then we insert the new facts from the post-condition, positioning them on the basis of their time difference to the fact T ime, and alphabetically if necessary. Finally, we fill in the new time differences. This is best explained on an example. Consider the following δ-representation 0, F (c), 1, G(a, b), 3, T ime, 1, F (a), 2, F (d) with D max = 3 and the action T ime@T, G(x, y)@T 1 , F (x)@T 2 → ∃z.T ime@T, G(y, z)@(T + 1), F (y)@T which is applicable to ∆ with the substitution σ(x) = a, σ(y = b). We remove those facts from the pre-condition that do not appear in the post-condition, namely G(a, b) and F (a), and get an expression
Next we insert the facts that appear in the post-condition and not in the pre-condition. In our case above that is the fact G(b, n), where n is a fresh value. The placement of these facts is determined by the timestamps appearing in the action, which are of the form T + d, where T is the global time. In our example the fact G(b, n) comes with the timestamp (T + 1) and we get:
after updating the truncated time differences. Notice that, for example, the relative time 652 difference between facts F (d) and T ime is still 3.
653
However, in order to prove that actions preserve the equivalence among configurations, we is called future bounded if for any future fact P in S, the time difference δ Time,P ≤ D max .
665
Recall from Section 2 that there are two types of actions, namely, the action that advances 
678
As per Definition 5.1 the initial configuration in a planning problem is future bounded, 679 which as per above lemma implies that all configurations in a plan are also future bounded.
680
Notice that even if we relax the assumption that the initial configuration is future bounded,
681
we can make it future bounded by setting the value of D max to be the greater than all the given by the above lemma, is that future boundedness is preserved with action application. and if all of its branches lead from the initial δ-representation to a goal δ-representation.
690
We are now ready to show the main result of this section.
691
THEOREM 5.6 For any given planning problem the equivalence relation between configurations given by Def- constraints required in α, and hence the action α is applicable to S 2 and will transform S 2 into 701 some S 2 . It remains to show that S 1 is equivalent to S 2 .
702
We consider our two types of actions, namely, time advances and instantaneous actions (see 
707
T ime@T and δ P,T ime = t, we have P @T 
724
It remains to show that the abstraction is also sound, namely that, from a compliant plan over δ-representations for a given planning problem, we can extract a concrete plan over configurations and that such a plan is compliant with respect to that planning problem. Any given δ-representation corresponds to an infinite number of configurations. For example, for the δ-representation Q 1 , δ 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q m−1 , δ m−1 , Q m , one of the corresponding configurations is
We are, however, already given 725 the initial configuration W 0 in the planning problem, for which we have ∆ 0 = δ W0 .
726
We prove the existence of a plan over configurations by induction on the length of the plan ∆ i−1 = δ Wi−1 , the same action a i is applicable to the configuration W i−1 , resulting in W i .
731
As proven above, and shown in (5.1), it follows that ∆ i = δ Wi :
Hence, we get a plan over configurations consisting of same sequence of actions as the
733
given plan over δ-representations. Since none of the δ-representations
it is also the case that none of the configurations W i is critical. Also, since ∆ n = δ Wn 735 is the goal δ-representation, it follows that W n is a goal configuration. Hence the plan
736
W 0 → a1 W 1 → · · · → an W n is compliant with respect to the given planning problem.
737
The above theorem establishes that using δ-representations for writing plans is well defined,
738
but it does not establish a bound on the number of δ-representations. To achieve this, we 
745
This section enters into the details of the complexity of the planning problems for TLSTSes.
746
These problems were introduced in [25, 21] in the setting without explicit time or branching.
747
At the end of Section 2 we have restated these problems in our setting with explicit time and
748
branching.
749
Recall that facts are timestamped and that there is a finite, possibly empty set of time all branches of P lead from configuration W to some goal configuration.
754
Throughout this section, we assume that all actions are balanced, i.e., actions have the same 755 number of facts in their pre and post-conditions, and that the size of facts is bounded.
756
Our complexity results for the planning problems for TLSTSes are summarized in 1. In order to determine the existence of a compliant plan, it is enough to consider plans There are m slots for predicate names and at most mk slots for constants and function symbols.
785
Constants can be either constants in the initial alphabet Σ or names for fresh values (nonces). 
794
For the below results, we assume that, given a TLSTS T , and a finite set of goal and critical 795 configurations, it is possible to check in polynomial space whether a configuration is critical,
796
whether it is a goal configuration, and whether an action is valid, i.e. whether it is an instance 797 of an action from T that is applicable in a given configuration.
798
THEOREM 6.2 Let T be a TLSTS with balanced non-branching actions. Then the plan compliance problem configuration is reachable. Then we apply Savitch's Theorem to determinize this algorithm.
817
However, instead of searching for a plan using concrete values, we rely on the equivalence 818 described in Section 5 and use δ-representations only. Theorem 5.6 guarantees that this 819 abstraction is sound and faithful.
820
From G, C, and A, it is easy to construct new functions G , C , and A that use δ-representations 821 instead of configurations. In particular, since time constraints associated to goal and critical
822
configurations are also relative, these can be checked by using the truncated time differences 823 in δ-representations.
824
The algorithm begins with W 0 set to be the δ-representation of W and iterates the following 
837
We now show that this algorithm runs in polynomial space. We start with the step-counter encoding, this number takes only space polynomial to the given inputs:
Therefore, one only needs polynomial space to store the values in the step-counter.
841
We must also be careful to check that any δ-representation, W i , can be stored in polynomial 842 space to the given inputs. Since our system is balanced, the size of facts is bounded, and the 843 values of the truncated time differences are bounded, hence the size of any δ-representation,
Finally, the algorithm needs to keep track of the action r guessed when moving from one 846 configuration to another and for the scheduling of a plan. It has to store the action that has been 847 used at the i th step. Since any action can be stored by remembering two δ-representations,
848
one can also store these actions in space polynomial to the inputs.
849
The reachability problem is an instance of the plan compliance problem with an empty 850 set of critical configurations, hence the reachability problem for TLSTSes with balanced 851 non-branching actions is in PSPACE as well.
852
Next we turn to system compliance problem. Recall that besides the existence of a compliant 853 plan it is additionally requested that no critical configuration is reachable by any sequence of 854 actions in the given system. abstraction is sound and faithful.
869
We first need to check that none of the critical configurations is reachable from the initial 870 configuration W . To do this we provide a non-deterministic algorithm which returns "yes" space. Therefore the system compliance problem is in PSPACE.
889
Planning Problems for TLSTSes with possibly Branching Actions
890
We now consider the plan compliance problem when actions may be branching. In particular,
891
we show that when actions are balanced then the plan compliance problem is EXPTIME- 
956
For that search we define the function CHECK(i, X), which takes a natural number, i,
957
specifying the depth of a tree and a δ-representation, X and returns ACCEPT if a critical 958 δ-representation cannot be reached from X in a tree of depth i, and returns FAIL otherwise. actions, it is easy to check that the alternating Turing machine runs in polynomial space. Since 977 the above algorithm is in APSPACE, it is in EXPTIME. We can conclude that the system 978 compliance problem for systems with possibly branching actions is in EXPTIME .
979
As mentioned in Section 2, in addition to checking for the existence of a plan in the given 980 planning problem, we are also able to schedule a plan in all of the above cases. We take the 981 additional input j and, in the case a compliant plan exists, we output the j-th action of the 982 plan. For our PSPACE results from Section 6.1, we store the action for which the counter i is 983 equal to j. Since an action can be stored as two δ-configurations, we can remember the j-th 984 action in polynomial space with respect to inputs. For our EXPTIME results from Section 6.2,
985
we assume given the tree traversal procedure and in case the compliant plan exists, following 986 our algorithm we run the fixed traversal strategy and output the j-th action.
Relaxing the restrictions on TLSTSes
988
In the previous section, we demonstrated that several problems, including the reachability 989 problem, are decidable (PSPACE-complete or EXPTIME-complete) when assuming that This section shows that by relaxing the restriction that timestamps of facts created by ac-tions should be necessarily of the form T + d, where T is the current time of the enabling Time@T, St j @T,
It is easy to show that each action faithfully encodes the corresponding instruction in M . configuration containing the facts G = {St a0 @T 1 , Aux@T 2 , Aux@T 3 , Aux@T 3 }.
(Add r 1 ) ins k : r 1 = r 1 + 1;goto ins j This instruction is encoded by the following four balanced and linearly-constrained actions:
The first action is applicable only when the current state is k, specified by the fact St k @T 3 in γ is a Subtract instruction for r 1 :
γ is a Jump instruction:
The auxiliary facts Aux, U pdate γ i are necessary for the soundness and completeness of our 1118 encoding. In particular, actions can only be applied in the following order:
where n, m, k is a number of time advances, possibly zero, and {i, j} = {1, 2}, that is, either
1120
Action γ 1 is applied before Action γ 2 or vice-versa.
1121
We can prove by induction on the size of plans that for a given Minsky machine M and its 1122 encoding T M as described above, then M reaches the final state a 0 if and only if T M reaches 1123 a goal configuration from the initial configuration I.
1124
Notice that we do not need any critical configurations.
1125
Since the termination problem is undecidable, so is the reachability problem for TLSTSes 1126 with balanced and linearly-constrained actions.
1127
We can conclude that since the reachability problem is undecidable and in the proof we do relates the scope of privacy to the specific roles of agents in the system. For instance, a extended to accommodate such roles depending on the scenario considered. In particular, it 1181 also seems possible to specify in our framework the health insurance scenario discussed in [27] . Temporal logics are suitable for specifying the temporal properties that need to be satisfied
1192
by the traces of a system's operation. Our approach starts with an executable specification of a 1193 system using rewriting logic, combined with a mechanism to specify and check properties of existing rewriting tools, such as Maude [9] , to implement our specifications and analyses.
1199
The Petri nets (PNs) community has investigated many related problems involving time. In 1200 particular, the coverability problem of PNs is related to our partial goal reachability problem for
1201
TLSTSes of a simple form -without branching actions, or critical states, or fresh values [21] . our formalism, such properties can be specified using time constraints. In [35] conditions are 1219 identified for which the problem of checking whether a system satisfies a property, specified 1220 in linear temporal logic, is decidable. As their main application is for real time systems, they 1221 also assume dense time domains, although discrete time domains can also be accommodated.
1222
They identify non-trivial conditions on actions which allow one to abstract time and recover problems for balanced systems possibly containing branching actions are EXPTIME-complete.
1239
We have also shown that the restirctions on the form of actions and time constraint taken in the 1240 deifinition of our model, TLSTS, are neccessary to obtain the decidability of the reachability 1241 and planning problems.
1242
We also provided the semantics of TLSTSes as a linear logic with definitions theory. Our 1243 adequacy result capitalized on the completeness of the focusing strategy for this logic.
1244
There are many directions which we intend to follow. In [32], we describe how an assistant 1245 can help the participants of clinical investigations to reduce mistakes and comply with policies.
1246
We are extending our current implementation into a small scale prototype in Maude in order to 
